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New CCC Organized

Members of the Central Coordinating Committee for next year have recently been selected. They include freshmen Lisa Colona (a Physical Education major), David Domon (a Chemistry major), and Robert Donato (a Biology major). Sophomore Brita Mattson (a Biology major) and juniors Ramona Blake (a Psychology major) and Lynne Howard (a Political Science major) make up the remainder of the committee.

Carol Fitzgerald, the chairman from last year, will serve in an advisory position.

Class Elections To Be Held

Class elections will be held on April 18th for the 1977-78 academic year. Petitions may be picked up in Dean Harris' office and must be returned to her by April 9th.

Volunteers Needed at Norristown

The Norristown State Hospital is looking for volunteers to donate their time and talents to help patients at the hospital. If interested, please call the Volunteer Resources Department at 473-2229 for further details. Training for new volunteers starts Wednesday, April 18th at 7:00 P.M. in Building 33.


President Richter and Dr. Craft had dinner with the USGA Monday, March 28 to welcome the new members. The president has announced his intention of having an informal dinner once a month with the Executive Committee of the USGA, its SPARC representative and a couple of interested students not in the USGA. It is hoped that these dinners will provide a relaxed atmosphere for candid discussions.

Late Examination Fee Cancelled

At its meeting on March 11, 1977, the Board of Directors on the recommendation of the faculty, and approved by the President, voted to cancel the $10 fee for taking an examination at a time other than scheduled. This is effective immediately.

Night School Requirement Changed

A foreign language will no longer be required for the bachelor of business administration degree at Ursinus College, according to a recent decision by the faculty.

The degree is the main one offered by the College's Evening School, and its students for some time have urged the elimination of the language requirement, according to Dr. Charles L. Lavesque, director.

"Increasing demands for student education in other areas influenced us to remove foreign languages as a mandatory skill," Dr. Lavesque said.

"But since we believe in the value of facility in a foreign language for business administration majors, courses in languages will still be available for those who want them."
Comment... Ann M. Weihezah!

A Fond Farewell
To A Close Friend

Mr. Switzer, our Financial Aid Officer, is leaving on April 15 to assume a new position at Villanova University. Having worked with Mr. Switzer for three years, I have had the opportunity to see him at his best, sincerely trying to help students meet their needs, despite constant budget problems. I wish him luck in his new endeavors.

It has been a pleasure to know Mr. Switzer, the best of luck at Villanova, and hope that he is appreciated there as much as here. I would like to thank him for giving so much of his time and effort to Ursinus for these past ten years, and I would like to dedicate this issue of the Weekly to him.

Initial Optimism Of A New Editor

It seems to be fairly common practice for editorsials to express a negative opinion on an issue. In this case, I would like to make my way into print regarding the degree of apathy on the campus, I have experienced quite the opposite during my initial week as Editor-in-Chief.

Many people, students as well as professors, have offered suggestions concerning improvement of the Weekly. Being new in this role, therefore inexperienced, I am grateful for any constructive criticism people may offer. I have already tried to implement some changes in the Weekly in response to specific comments. For example, sports coverage will now be shared among two editors, one for women's sports and another for men's. Hopefully this will create a better balance in treatment of sports.

I am also optimistic about the cooperation I have received. President Richter has begun to seek change in student life on campus, and has expressed a desire to see the Weekly keep students informed of important events on campus. Ang Iliano, the newly-elected president of the U.S.G.A., seems anxious to promote change in a cooperative fashion. She has shown an interest in working closely with the Weekly staff, in an effort to make students aware of campus events.

Many other students and professors have encouraged me to develop the Weekly into a true forum for ideas on campus. An enlargement of the staff is my major concern, and I believe I have already joined the effort by two editors, one for women's sports and another for men's. Hopefully this will create a better balance in treatment of sports.
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Letters to the Editor:
Ursinus students recently received a note from the Dean on pre-registration procedures. Parish has had a number of meetings with the administration regarding pre-registration for Evening School courses. Many day students are not aware of certain ways in which Evening School procedures differ from those for day students. Some day students have experienced disappointment and frustration. I would like to discuss some of these differences and explain them.

Most importantly, Ursinus Evening School (like most Evening Schools), will usually run a class even if there are few students registered. This is in order to be able to register so that their tuition payments cover the cost of running a class, even if it is only for two weeks. This is different from the usual system where registrations are usually heavy. Evening School requires that courses be of sufficient size in order to be able to register for students. Because Evening School registration and tuition payments must be completed well before the start of classes, students can then have ample notification of cancelled courses, and instructors for evening classes can arrange extra sessions and make up for lost time. Evening School is an integral part of the Ursinus community. If tuition increases are to be held to a minimum, no part of the College can afford to lose students. Therefore, we require pre-registration for the Fall and Spring semesters.

In summary, Evening School registration procedures are set up to ensure that students are specifically educated on specific problems of seven hundred part-time evening students. We ask that the one hundred-and-twenty day students who want to take an Evening School course go to a little extra preparation for having to fit in with these procedures.

Very truly yours,
W. Arthur Switzer
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MOVIE ATTACK

Jonathan Zap
Bomb Renamed

Walking down the street, mind- ing my own business, I happened to be walking beside a man dis- missing a new movie called "De- mon." Having an unfortunate ad- diction to names, I began to sound promisingly. He, I overcame my better judg- ment, said my $3.50 and went in- side. By an act of Providence or the Devil (trying to protect his good name) the projector broke during the cartoon. After ten min- utes of delays the projector oper- ated, and a crowd of anxious audi- ence to do use on un- printable things to the projection- ists, followed by the movie. An- thony, imagining my horror (the only- thing I had already seen in Pennsylvania—"God Made Me Do It"—and released in New York.

"God Made Me Do It" is easily one of the worst movie ever made. I'd go out on a limb and say it was the worst movie ever made. I'm sure many of you have heard of "Giant Anxie New Jersey" is altogether worse. Although the two movies have nothing in common, I feel that "God Made Me Do It," despite a budget of forty dollars for actors alone, had not one per- formance that could match the lead in . . . Well I could argue the point completely, but "God Made Me Do It" is definitely first or second in the worst of the worst category.

Not about to pay $3.50 to see the movie twice I went to complain to the manager. The manager was conveniently at his girlfriend's house and wouldn't be back for an- other hour. I was forced to wait to review some of the movie's most memorable scenes. The movie is about an prisoner in a war-time camp. The story goes that all three prisoners were quite happy in their camp. The story begins with a scene in a subway train. Detective (I forget the name, but I think it was named lad) "Why did you do it?"

Detective: "O.K. Take me to him," (Detective, after all, is in a warehouse or something. Oh, yeah, it's not the line).

Detective: (As they go down a cargo elevator into the basement of warehouse) "He likes it down there; looks like a green fiend. It's warmer there. (Still not the line)."

Scene 1: Detective alone amongst (the bearded man has been telepathically killed during an attempt to escape). He is talking to God. God is a blurry, luminous orange, wearing a transparent gown that reveals all. He is a sex organs and is presently en- gland in glowing around fur- naces (the bearded man has been telepathically killed during an attempt to escape). He is talking to God. God is a blurry, luminous orange, wearing a transparent gown that reveals all. He is a sex organs and is presently en- gaged in glowing around fur- naces (the bearded man has been telepathically killed during an attempt to escape).

Detective: "Looking at creature, dead. (AS dead."

Detective: "You're different."

This movie is different too, but remember: it is rare disease that only a hun- dred people in the entire world un- derstand. After at least a half hour of this the detective manages to get my money back. My God made me do it, but no one should have to make me pay for it twice.

FORUM REVIEW

Horrors Recalled

By BEN SHAPIRO

Last Thursday night, Mr. Arnold Shapiro introduced to the audience the oppression and extermination of a different group in Nazi-occupied Europe the Jews. The audience was given a rare experience with a particular focus on Jews.

The topic was presented by Ben Shapiro, a member of the Jewish Student Alliance and President of the Jewish Student Alliance at introductory remarks. The presentation included a discussion of the origins of the Holocaust, the role of the Nazi government, and the experiences of Jews during the Holocaust. The presentation also included a discussion of the role of the Jewish Community in the Holocaust, and the experiences of Jews during the Holocaust.

Mr. Shapiro described the events of the Holocaust in detail, including the rounding up of Jews, the use of forced labor, and the extermination of Jews in concentration camps. He also discussed the role of the Jewish Community in the Holocaust, and the experiences of Jews during the Holocaust.

Mr. Shapiro ended his presentation by emphasizing the importance of remembering the Holocaust, and the need to learn from the past in order to prevent such atrocities from happening again. He encouraged the audience to take action to support the ongoing struggle for human rights and freedom around the world.

Deadline for Contributions: APRIL 25

FREE T-SHIRT GIVEAWAY

Given to the FIRST 100 entries to Photos and Art

Daves located in the Library

Union, OR

Give material to Mr. White's office, or to Mr. White's office, or to Mr. White's office.
Women’s Basketball Reaches Nationals

By NANCY WARDELL

The Ursinus College Women’s Volleyball team has qualified for the 1997 season with a trip to the Small College National Tournament, being held at Cal Poly Tech in Pomona, California. The team, coached by Sue Stahl, is comprised of seniors McRae Hay and Judy Turner, juniors Nancy Haas, Cindy Martin, Candii Russell, Sally Starr, Claudia Hill, and sophomore Laura Haig, freshmen Sue Haeves and Jan Zanger, and manager Ellen Bard. The team has had a successful year at Nationals, it was quite an accomplishment for them to be able to go to all, since they were not even seeded in the Small College Regional Tournament, which they won two weeks before.

The team played their first game against Francis Marion from South Carolina on Tuesday, March 22. Although they were able to take the first set, they fought hard, they were beaten by a score of 77-66. In the consolation game Wednesday, they played top-seeded West Georgia, who had also been upset in the first round of the tournament. West Georgia scored a decisive win over the Ursinus team. The final score was 3-0. The game was played in Kernersville, Phillip's, and Berry, all Southern schools, were unexpected winners.

Due to the number of highly skilled underclassmen, the outlook for next year's team is good, although the team will certainly miss seniors Judy Turner and McRae Hay. Congratulations for a fine season, girls.

Senior Dance

This year’s Senior Class is doing something different for their class membership retreat. The retreat will be held on Friday, April 25th, at the inn of the Four Falls. A cocktail hour will be held from 6:00 to 7:00, and dinner will follow at 8:00. The dinner menu includes a choice of pasta with either meat or vegetable, appetizer, two vegetables, and a dessert. Dining will be followed by dancing from 9:00 to 1:00. Music will be provided by a wonderfully talented band, who will certainly make the event one to remember. The band will include band members from various local bands, including the popular “Fall Wind” band. The dance will feature a variety of fun and exciting activities.

So don’t miss out and enjoy an evening of fun and good music and food. Tickets will go on sale starting Wednesday, April 16th, and are limited.

Della Diocesu, president of the class has stated that if the class response is slow, they will then open the dance to the entire school. However, Seniors are going to have first chance.

Now that Spring is here...

Have your bike tuned
Or buy a new bike
10% off on all bikes 
stocked or ordered before March 15.

Motobike Kabuki
Vision Car Wash
23 and Lincoln
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Open Fridays till 9 P.M.
Telephone: 458-5551

Perkomen Bridge Hotel
Established 1781
Lancaster, Pa.
Banquets
Private Dining Rooms
La Seine Inn, Gahanna, Ohio.
Route 422 & 29 in Collegetown

CALICO PATCH
HEREBY RESERVE
Handmade Quilts, Pillows, etc.
ANN REED, Proprietor
29 Collegeville, PA. 19426

THE PAPERBACK SHACK
THREE MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Telephone: 458-0958

WILL'S MOBILE SERVICE STATION
23 MAIN STREET
JEFFERSONVILLE, PA.
Telephone: 458-0958

The Ursinus baseball team opened their season with a trip to Flurin, Connecticut for the second annual Yale-Dartmouth exhibition games. Despite losing six of the training games, the team performed well enough to land the Coach Thompson's 1977 baseball team must get solid first-line pitching from Tom Peterson, Dave LeVan along with Larry Hess and Phil Midgett. The infield will consist of Mike Piotrowski at first, Bob Molzar at third, Ed Furman at shortstop and freshman Tom Beddow at third.

Bears Begin Season

By ANDREW SCHWARTZ

The baseball team began their season last Wednesday with perhaps the most talented squad of any Ursinus men's athletic team in recent years. It was a great deal of experience under their belts as they begin their three-week road trip to the M.A.C. South Championship to Ursinus. Their roster consists of nine letters. Regulars include outfielder Dave LeVan, Larry Hess, and Phil Midgett, and highly trusted specialists, such as their catcher, Ed Furman, and Bob Molzar, and Mike Piotrowski and three pitchers (Ray Fisher, Tim Todd, and Tom Peterson). This squad is captained by Dave LeVan, a standout, centerfielder, and Ray Fisher, a standout, rightfielder. The infield will consist of one of the best pitchers in the league.

Probably the Bears' biggest asset is a strong percentage of three starters who hit .300 last year. The Bears can bring runs across the plate and they can score a bunch of singles together. Molzar, Piotrowski, LeVan, Midgett, and highly trusted specialists, such as their catcher, Ed Furman, and Bob Molzar, and Mike Piotrowski and three pitchers (Ray Fisher, Tim Todd, and Tom Peterson). This squad is captained by Dave LeVan, a standout, centerfielder, and Ray Fisher, a standout, rightfielder. The infield will consist of one of the best pitchers in the league.

Defensively, the Bears are also strong. There is an old saying in baseball that it is good to have a good but small pitching staff to be strong defensive. The Bears are still strong defensively. The pitching staff is capable of keeping one out of the ballpark any time they are on the mound. There is a good chance that somebody will be on base and will be able to score from second when these power hitters are up.

It will be a hard task for the Bears to win this year. As always, the team has high expectations, but they are just another team in the league.

Bears have been one of the most consistent teams in the league, and they have a strong pitching staff. The team is well-coached and has a good mix of experienced and young players. They are well-prepared for the season and are looking forward to a successful year.

Para - Professional Counseling Position Available

Montgomery County Big Brothers Association has an opening for a "Senior or Junior" Student Intern to work with 8-16 year olds in the Collegeville-Pottstown area.

The position entails 300 hours over the next 12 months, at $2.99/hour stipend, plus modest expense allowance. Flexibility is flexible, with a preference for students available for 28-30 hours/week during the summer months.

The Student employed will work under the direct supervision of professional counselors. For more information, contact Jim Edelman at 610-277-2200, or 277-3934, or Student Mike Mattress at 450-4110.